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Seventy-Five Years of Sustaining Innovation
SKUNK WORKS®
ON THE PATH TO
75 YEARS OF INNOVATION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Ub0UbhDGDE
“The Skunk Works is a concentration of a few good people solving problems far in advance – and at a fraction of the cost – of other groups in the aircraft industry by applying the simplest, most straightforward methods possible to develop and produce new projects. All it is really is the application of common sense to some pretty tough problems.”
SKUNK WORKS OPERATING RULES

1. The Skunk Works Manager must be delegated practically complete control of his program in all aspects. He should report to a Division President or higher.

2. Strong but small project offices must be provided both by the military and industry.

3. The number of people having any connection with the project must be restricted in an almost vicious manner. Use a small number of good people (10% to 25% compared to the so-called normal systems).

4. A very simple drawing and drawing release system with great flexibility for making changes must be provided.

5. There must be a minimum number of reports required, but important work must be recorded thoroughly.

6. There must be a monthly cost review covering not only what has been spent and committed but also projected costs to the conclusion of the program. Don’t have the books ninety days late and don’t surprise the customer with sudden overruns.

7. The contractor must be delegated and must assume more than normal responsibility to get good vendor bids for subcontract work on the project. Commercial bid procedures are very often better than military ones.

8. The inspection system currently used by ADP should be used. Push more basic inspection back to the vendor - don’t pay for pieces that don’t work! Don’t duplicate so much inspection.

9. The contractor must be delegated the authority to test his final product in flight. He can and must test it in the initial stages. If he doesn’t he rapidly loses his competency to design other vehicles.

10. The specifications applying to the project must be agreed to in advance of contracting. Be sure there is mutual understanding in this field before proceeding; otherwise it takes a mammoth contracting department to unscramble the mess that normally develops.

11. Funding a program must be timely so that the contractor doesn’t have to keep running to the bank to support government projects.

12. There must be mutual trust between the military project organization and the contractor, with very close cooperation and liaison on a day to day basis. This cuts down misunderstandings and correspondence to an absolute minimum.

13. Access by outsiders to the project and its personnel must be strictly controlled by appropriate security measures.

14. Because only a few people will be used in engineering and most other areas, ways must be provided to reward good performance by pay not based on the number of personnel supervised.
1 One Strong, Knowledgeable Leader
2 Minimal Program Office Size
3 Minimal Staffing
4 Simple Paperwork
5 Record Important Work
6 Never Surprise the Customer
7 Manage Your Team
8 Know What You Are To Provide
9 Lead Your Test Program
10 Minimize Specifications
11 Fund The Program Right
12 Establish Trust With Your Customer
13 Minimal Access By Outsiders
14 Reward Performance
Skunk Works Program Manager Must Be Delegated Practically Complete Control Of His Program In All Aspects. He Should Report To A Division President or Higher.

One Strong, Knowledgeable Leader
Strong But Small Project Offices Must Be Provided By Both The Military And Industry

Minimal Program Office Size
The Number Of People Having Any Connection With The Project Must Be Restricted In An Almost Vicious Manner. Use A Small Number Of Good People (10%-25% Compared To The So-Called Normal Systems).

Minimal Staffing
A Very Simple Drawing And Drawing Release System With Great Flexibility For Making Changes Must Be Provided

Simple Paperwork
There Must Be A Minimum Number Of Reports Required, But Important Work Must Be Recorded Thoroughly

Record Important Work
The Contractor Must Be Delegated And Must Assume More Than Normal Responsibility To Get Good Vendor Bids For Subcontract On The Project. Commercial Bid Procedures Are Often Better Than Military Ones

Manage Your Team
The Contractor Must Be Delegated The Authority To Test His Final Product In Flight. He Can And Must Test It In The Initial Stages. If He Doesn’t, He Rapidly Loses His Competency To Design Other Vehicles.

Lead Your Test Program
The Specifications Applying To The Hardware, Including Rationale For Each Point, Must Be Agreed Upon Well In Advance Of Contracting

Minimize Specifications
Funding A Program Must Be Timely So That The Contractor Doesn’t Have To Keep Running To The Bank To Support Government Projects

Fund The Program Right
There Must Be Mutual Trust Between The Military Project Organization And The Contractor, And There Must Be Very Close Cooperation And Liaison On A Day-To-Day Basis. This Cuts Down Misunderstanding And Correspondence To An Absolute Minimum

Establish Trust With Your Customer
A Parting Thought
Kelly Johnson Had Three Simple Management Principles Supporting A Single Fundamental Belief:

*Don’t Build An Airplane You Don’t Believe In.*

His Principles:
• It’s More Important To Listen Than To Talk
• A Timely Wrong Decision Is Better Than No Decision
• Don’t Halfheartedly Wound Problems—Kill Them Dead.
Questions?
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